2006 vw passat fuse diagram

Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location, and assignment of fuses and relays Volkswagen
Passat B5 , , , , , , , , , The fuses are designed to blow before the entire wiring harness is
damaged. If any of the electrical components do not operate, a fuse may have blown. If this
happens, check and replace the fuses as necessary. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential
for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Notice Never replace a fuse with one that has a higher amp
rating. Replace a blown fuse only with a fuse of the same amperage same color and same
imprint and the same overall size. Never repair fuses. Never replace fuses with a metal strip, a
paper clip, or a similar object. If a newly replaced fuse blows again after a short time, the
electrical system should be checked by an authorized Volkswagen dealer or an authorized
Volkswagen Service Facility. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Fuses at eighthold
auxiliary relay panel. Ad vertisements. Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Volkswagen
Passat , , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn
about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. The fuse box is located on the left side
edge of the instrument panel. It is located on the right side edge of the instrument panel. How to
check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive
fuses. See other Volkswagen Passat:. Table of Contents. Fuse box location. Fuse box diagrams.
Learn more: How to check the fuses? LH gas discharge head lamp, head lamp level control
module, head lamp adjustment motor, left or single, head lamp adjustment motor, right. Alarm
system taxi , auxiliary power sockets glove box - taxi, auxiliary power sockets luggage
compartmenty-taxi, auxiliary power sockets two-way radio - police, interior lamps, luggage
compartment lamp. Door function control module, left rear, door function control module, right
rear. Alarm system taxi , auxiliary power sockets glove box - taxi, auxiliary power sockets
luggage compartment -taxi, interior lamps-taxi, roof sign lamp-taxi, taximeter. Alarm system taxi
, auxiliary power sockets police , auxiliary power sockets glove box - taxi, auxiliary power
sockets luggage com partment -taxi. Alarm system taxi , auxiliary power sockets- taxi, auxiliary
power sockets police.

